Learn About Ukraine!

General surveys of Ukraine’s history, and a couple of books on several key events/topics:


Historical origins and legacies of Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus are discussed in Serhii Plokhy, *The Origins of the Slavic Nations*, Cambridge UP 2010. Available online to U of T community through library system:  

Timothy Snyder, *Bloodlands. Europe Between Hitler and Stalin*, Basic Books 2012. Available online to U of T community through library system:  


**Ukrainian literature in English translations: several highlights**


Part 2: [http://sites.utoronto.ca/elul/Ukr_Lit/Vol05/05-Tarnawsky-Pidmohylny-City-Part-2.pdf](http://sites.utoronto.ca/elul/Ukr_Lit/Vol05/05-Tarnawsky-Pidmohylny-City-Part-2.pdf)

**Cookbooks:**

